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Abstract. Wearable cameras allow us to capture large amount of video
or still images in an automatic and implicit manner. However, the only
necessary images should be filtered out from the captured data that
contains meaningless and/or redundant information. In this paper, we
propose a method to identify a set of still images by audio and video
data, which is intended to let users feel pleasurable when they watch the
images later.
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1 Introduction

Wearable cameras such as SenseCam [6], GoPro [3] and A1H [8] enables auto-
matic and implicit life-logging. A user would be aroused a particular emotion
when he/she reviews the recorded data by recalling what happened at that
moment. However, in such passive life-logging, particular moments should be
identified from huge amount of data, e.g., video and still images, to reduce cog-
nitive burden of the user, and summarization techniques have been proposed [1].
The main purpose of existing image summarization techniques is to improve the
usability of life log browsing, in which the user’s satisfaction in recording and
reviewing memories is not fully considered.

We design the image summarization system by taking into account the effect
of browsing. More specifically, we aim at detecting a moment in which a group
of people feel pleasurable when they review the logged data, which we call post-
pleasurable. Based on a preliminary user survey with 50 people, we identified
two types of post-pleasurable moments obtained from an automatic recording
device: (1) the same group members of the photo-taker talking with each other
and (2) partying during a group activity. By contrast, beautiful and rare scenes
were found to be less meaningful for automatic post-pleasurable scene selection
because people explicitly take photos by themselves in such cases. In addition
to the two moments, we added (3) “having interests in something” to the target
moments because something that attracts a user should make him/her recall
special emotions later.
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In this paper, we propose a method to identify scenes (2) and (3) using audio
and visual data from first-person view camera. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 examines related work to validate the approach of automatic
photo taking and to state our approach in video summarization techniques. In
Sect. 3, the system design and implementation is presented. A user study to
understand the emotional effects by the proposed system in Sect. 4, followed by
discussion in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

In the field of life-logging, research focusing on first-person viewpoint using body
mounted camera is presented, which is called “visual life-logging” [1]. Sellen,
et al. conducted experiments on memory recall using SenseCam [6] as a verifica-
tion on the effectiveness of memory support of life-logging [10], in which photos
taken automatically by a wearable camera is suggested that it is easier to recall
past memories than photos taken voluntarily by a still camera. So, the usefulness
of automatic shooting in our approach seems to be supported.

Summarization, keyframe selection in other words, techniques from video
stream have been proposed to specify particular moments, which are used to
reduce cognitive burden of the user to find appropriate ones from huge amount of
data [1,2,5,7,9]. Image-based keyframe selection employs visual features such as
contrast, color variance, sharpness, noise and saliency to identify non-redundant
yet meaningful frame [2,7]. We consider that these visual features are basic ones
and that they are not so effective in recalling pleasurable moments. Emotional
features are effective in identifying more specific moments that relate to emotions
of humans, e.g., enjoyment, fear, surprise, anger, etc. StartleCam [5] is a pioneer-
ing work in visual life-logging that leverages electrodermal activity (EDA) sen-
sor, a.k.a. galvanic skin response (GSR) sensor, to extract frightening moments
from photo stream, in which the sensor is attached on fingers or foot. Ratsamee,
et al. proposed a keyframe selection method based on excitement measured from
EDA sensor attached around the wrist, in cooperation with visual features from
a smartphone’s video camera hanging from the neck [9]. Although their study
shares the motivation of keyframe selection from an emotional aspect with ours,
we utilize only a video camera to reduce the physical load. Furthermore, we aim
at selecting pictures for an entire group members even who do not wear recording
devices.

3 System Design and Implementation

3.1 Overview

The proposed system assumes that a user attaches a camera on his/her head,
e.g., eye glasses and headphones, and that the judgment process is carried out
in an offline manner by providing a movie file. Figure 1 illustrates the processing
flow; major components are “partying estimator” and “interest estimator” that
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Fig. 1. Processing flow.

corresponds to the moment (2) and (3), respectively. The two estimators consist
of binary classifiers that generate the recognition results on whether a particular
period of time includes these moments (positive) or not (negative) with accom-
panying likelihood of positive ranging from 0 to 1. The two scores are merged,
which is called “fine picture score”, and the final decision is made on the score
to obtain an output still image.

3.2 Features that Characterize Pleasurable Moments

Voice Audio Level: The “partying” moment is defined as what loud voice
turns up, which is estimated every 1 s from audio signals. Voice audio level
(VAL) features are represented by absolute audio levels and relative ones.

An absolute voice audio level (A-VAL) is calculated as follows. Firstly,
maximum absolute amplitude (maxAbsAmp) is found in a sub-window of w
ms. Secondly, the moving averages (aveMaxAbsAmps) are calculated against
m samples ofmaxAbsAmps with 1 sample sliding for 1 s. Finally, the sum of
(aveMaxAbsAmps) is obtained as an A-VAL. Here, A-VALw,m represents the
value of A-VAL for sub-window of w ms and moving average of m samples. In
addition to the absolute value, the difference of consecutive A-VALw,m is utilized
as relative voice audio level (R-VALw,m). By changing the length of sub-window
(w), i.e., 100, 500, and 1000 ms, and the number of moving average samples (m),
i.e., 7 and 9, a total of 12 features are defined.
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Degree of Gazing: The moment of “interested” is defined as a moment in
which the wearer of a camera is gazing at something, e.g., people, objects, land-
scape. We consider that people who have interests in something tend to keep
their body still to fix their eyes and thus blurring is reduced.

Similar to VAL features, the degree of gazing (DoG) is defined by two aspects:
absolute value and relative one, which are represented A-DoG and R-DoG,
respectively. A-DoG is calculated by the sum of inter-frame histogram differ-
ences within one second, which means that smaller value indicates less movement
and thus more interested. Here, gray-scale images are utilized. The difference of
consecutive DoG values are used to obtain R-DoG values. By changing the time
difference between frames, i.e., 250 ms and 500 ms, and gray-levels, i.e., 8, 64,
and 256, a total of 12 features are calculated.

3.3 Implementation

Data Collection: Two estimators are built using supervised machine learning
technique, which requires labeled datasets. We collected datasets of five events
from two to six persons including the wearer of the video camera. The summed
duration of the events is about 160 min. Table 1 summarizes the datasets. The
audio and video is captured by Panasonic A1H [8] at 60 fps, and analyzed using
OpenCV, in which an audio channel is separated. The audio channel was orig-
inally sampled at 48 kHz; however, the collected data were later down-sampled
at 8 kHz to reduce the amount of data.

Table 1. Events in data collection

Event Number of participants Duration [min]

Playing darts 2 50

Playing in an amusement park 6 10

Playing a table game 4 40

Singing in a karaoke room 2 30

Drinking in a bar 3 30

Data Labeling: The labels for “partying” were added for each event by the par-
ticipants of the event including the wearer of the camera every one second. The
label “partying” was assigned if at least one person agreed, and the remaining
part of the data was labeled as “others”. By contrast, only the wearer labeled
for “interested“ because the state was wearer-dependent one. Similarly, other
periods of time except for “interested” was assigned to “others”. In total, 9580
time frames were provided for “partying” estimator, in which 324 time frames
were labeled as “partying” and the rest of the dataset (9182) were “others”.
Regarding “interested” estimator, 292 time frames were labeled as “interested”,
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while “9288” were “others”. Due to the large unbalance in each dataset, we
reduced the number of data of “others” to the same number as “partying” or
“interested” with random sampling.

Feature Selection and Basic Estimator Performance: In Sect. 3.2, we
specified the candidates of estimation features, in which 12 features were defined
for both “partying” and “interested” estimators. However, the candidates may
include redundant ones that can degrade the classification performance and over-
consume processing power. So, we applied correlation-based feature subset evalu-
ation method [4] for each feature groups, i.e., VAL and DoG, in combination with
greedy stepwise forward selection of best feature subset. As a result, 11 features
were selected from VAL features, while 7 were from DoG features. Table 2 shows
the selected features. The results of 10 fold cross validation using RandomForest
classifier were 0.810 and 0.731 in F-measures for “partying” and “interested”
classification, respectively. Meanwhile, the F-measures of all (12) features were
0.805 and 0.731, respectively. So, the performance of “partying” estimator was
slightly improved by selected features. However, the performance of “interested”
estimator was not improved, and only one feature was removed.

Table 2. Selected features

For “partying” estimator (11 features) For “interested” estimator (7 features)

VAL100,5, VAL500,5, VAL1000,5,
VAL100,7, VAL500,7, VAL1000,7,
R-VAL100,5, VAL500,5, VAL1000,5,
R-VAL100,7, VAL500,7

DoG8,250, DoG64,250, DoG256,250

DoG8,500, DoG64,500, DoG256,500

R-DoG8,250

Integrating the Results of Two Estimators: The two binary classifiers
judge if a given period of time represents the moments that make people who
participated in the event feel pleasurable when they watch the images afterwards.
A likelihood is obtained from the output of the binary classifier; we simply define
the ratio of trees in RandomForest classifier that voted to “positive” class, i.e.,
“partying” and “interested”, to the total number of trees as likelihood in the
prototype implementation.

A single score, i.e., fine picture score (FPS), is obtained by weighted aver-
aging. Here, the scores from the two classifiers are equally weighted as defined
by Formula (1). To select output images, the system judges if the given moment
should be accepted or rejected by applying a specific threshold against the fine
picture score. In this paper, we do not apply thresholding. Instead, we inves-
tigate the relationship between subjects’ ratings and the fine picture scores in
next section.

FPS = 0.5 × likelihood(“partying”) + 0.5 × likelihood(“interested”) (1)
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4 Experiment

To understand the emotional effects by the system generated images, a user
study was carried out.

4.1 Methodology

Three groups of three students participated to three different types of activities
(Table 3). The group members know each other. One subject for each group wore
the device and shot the video of the event, and another person became a wearer
in another events. One event takes 15 to 20 mins.

One week after shooting, an interview session was held, where the partici-
pants rated 90 images (30 images × 3 events) from 1 (do not want to put it to
their album at all) to 5 (definitely want to put it to their albums). The system
calculated fine picture scores. In rating, pictures with various “fine picture score”
were randomly selected and presented to the subjects in a random order. Note
that the subjects did not know the fine picture scores that they were rating.
Additionally, each wearer was asked to label the movie to either “partying”,
“interested”, and “others” every one second to evaluate the accuracies of the
two estimators.

Table 3. Different events performed in user study

Event Characteristics

Walking May not be watching conversation partner in talking

Frequent and unstable gaze movement

Shooting outdoors

Conversation at a table My be watching conversation partner in talking

Infrequent and unstable gaze movement

Shooting indoors

Playing a table game May not be watching conversation partner in talking

Infrequent and periodic gaze movement

Shooting indoors

4.2 Result

Impression on Pictures with Various Fine Picture Scores: Figure 2
shows the examples of pictures that have different levels of fine picture scores
and user ratings. The pictures around the diagonal line from (0.0, 0.0) to (1.0,
1.0) indicate that the system’s judgements are close to the subjects’ feelings. Pic-
tures B, E, and F have high subjects’ ratings as supported by the subjects who
argued that people in these pictures looked enjoying, although fine picture score
of B is 0.00. By contrast, D and G have low user ratings because G was taken
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Fig. 2. Pictures with various pairs of fine picture score (the first element in the paren-
theses) and user rating (the second element). The subjects’ comments are shown near
each picture.

at too-much upper angle (bad angle) and no person is found (not impressive at
all) in D although G has high system score (0.74).

Average correlation coefficients between system’s judgements and subjects
ratings per event are summarized in Table 4, which are calculated against the
likelihood value of “partying” classification, “interested” classification, and fine
picture score. The correlation coefficient of fine picture score does not show high
correlation, i.e., the value for “walking” event (0.105) is the highest, and negative
correlation exists in “conversation” event (−0.088). Regarding the likelihood of
“partying” classifier, the value of “conversation” shows the highest (0.197), but
negative correlation exists in “walking”. Meanwhile, positive correlation is found
only in “walking” (0.161) in the likelihood of “interested”.

Figure 3 shows the breakdown of subjects’ ratings per event category.
One-way ANOVA shows that significant difference exists in the event types
(F(2, 267) = 3.03, p< 0.05). The figure indicates that about half of the pictures
in the “walking” category got negative impression of rating 1 or 2, while almost
half of pictures in “gaming” had positive impression of rating 4 or 5. Opinions
against pictures that all the subjects rated highest score “5” are “interesting
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moment was shot”, “I can imagine their pleasurable moment as well as what
they were doing”, “I can understand the serious situation.” By contrast, the
pictures that had lowest score “1” were said that “none appears”, “very blurred
picture”, “nothing impressive at all”. Other comments from the subjects and
the pairs of fine picture score and the subjects’ ratings are mapped in Fig. 2.

Table 4. Correlation of system’s judgements and subjects’ ratings

Walking Conversation Gaming

Likelihood of “Partying” −0.023 0.197 0.167

Likelihood of “Interested” 0.161 −0.149 −0.097

Fine picture score 0.105 −0.088 0.077

Fig. 3. The breakdown of subjects’ ratings per event category. Rating 1 means that a
subject does not want to keep the picture into his/her album, while he/she definitely
do so in case of rating 5.

Accuracies of Two Estimators: Figure 4 shows box plots that show the dif-
ference in likelihood depending on the presence of labels from the subjects. In
the figure, “Labeled” indicates that the subjects considered that the period of
time was about (a) “partying” and (b) “interested”, respectively. By contrast,
“Not Labeled” means that no label was put by the subjects. Note that a period
of time was labeled “partying” or “interested” if at least one subject agreed
on. T-tests show that significant differences exist between “Labeled” and “Non
Labeled” in the average of likelihood (t(391) = 1.26× 10−76, p< 0.05 for “party-
ing” and t(7944) = 2.01× 10−4, p< 0.05 for “interested”). As shown in (a), there
is a large difference depending on the presence of the label of “partying”, which
suggests that the system’s estimation on the moment of “partying” is closer to
the subjects’ decision criteria than that of “interested”.
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Fig. 4. Box plots of likelihood from user labeling.

5 Discussion

5.1 Factors that Affect Subjects’ Rating of Pleasurable Moment

As shown in Fig. 2 and Table 4, little correlation is observed between fine shot
scores and the subjects’ decisions. This means that the system’s decisions are
not always consistent with the subjects’ impressions. For example, picture G in
Fig. 2 has high fine picture score (0.74), while the subject’s rating is low (0.25)
because the angle of the picture is not fine. Interview results reveal factors that
degrades subjects’ ratings as follows:

– High predictability and familiar-looking of the situation
– Small number of clues in the pictures
– Awkward angle and ill-composition of pictures
– Blurring pictures
– Small number of person in the picture
– Negative facial expression
– Duplication of pictures that are already presented

Subjects rated high score on the pictures that remind the subjects of the situ-
ations where a person who rarely tells a joke happened to do so and a weak game
player accidentally won a game. This is because the situation is not predictable.
By contrast, mundane situations failed in reminding the subjects of any special
emotion and thus had low ratings (C, D). In addition to predictability, the num-
ber of clues in the picture may affect rating. Pictures H and I had opinions that
they were not recallable and impressive, while a subject insisted that the deal
in picture B reminded him of an exciting moment even though they were not
smiling. These factors are content-dependent, which might be realized by image
and audio understanding and person profiling based on big-data analysis.

As content-independent factors, awkward angle of pictures (G), ill-composed
(C) and blurring pictures had low ratings. Duplication of pictures should also be
avoided; actually, only the first pictures gained high ratings even though similar
pictures existed. To remove such irrelevant pictures, blurry image detection [2]
as well as keyframe selection [2,9] should be applied. Subjects liked pictures with
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more friends and fine facial expressions (B, E, F), rather than scenes without
persons (D, H), which means the number of people and their facial expressions
are important factors.

5.2 Difference in the Type of Engaged Events

As shown in Sect. 4.2, there is significant difference in the type of events. The
“walking” category had lowest average rating. We consider that this comes from
misidentification of “interested” moment. The periods of walking as his/her faces
forward and standing still for a break might be judged as “interested” because
the moment is determined based on the stability of frames in a video and very few
camera fluctuation is observed during the period. Therefore, extra features that
filter out such situation, i.e., the camera is stable but the user is not interested
in anything, should be investigated. Other reasons could be because walking on
the same old way did not provide any extraordinary scene and seeing friends
from behind did not remind the subjects of any special emotion.

The event “gaming” obtained the highest average rating, which suggests that
the subjects did not only remember pleasurable moments from the smiles in the
picture, e.g., pictures E, F, and G in Fig. 2, but also the number of clues in the
picture to recall the situation may affect rating as discussed in Sect. 5.1.

5.3 Integrating Fine Picture Scores of Two Aspects

Table 4 implies that an aspect of “interested” reflects the subjects’ feelings in a
situation with motion, e.g., “waling” although the correlation was very small. By
contrast, an aspect of “partying” seems to fit the subjects’ feelings in a situation
with limited motion such as “conversation”. We consider that this is because
the gaze detected at a scene where it is always moving is more important than
gaze detected at a scene with less motion. In addition, the degree of gaze in
“conversation” or “gaming” tends to be always large, which makes it difficult
to detect the moment that people are truly gazing with interest. Therefore, it
is suggested that the influence of the aspect of “interested” becomes large in a
situation where camera wearers move a lot, and that of “partying” increases in a
situation with little movement. In this paper, the fine picture score is calculated
with equally-weighted average of likelihood of these two aspects (see Formula
(1)); however, the final score will be improved by changing the weight depending
on the situations.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a system to extract still images from a first-person viewpoint
video taken during a group activities to allow the members to recall pleasurable
moments. The audio and video features that characterize the states of “party-
ing” and “interested” are defined. Through a preliminary user study, we found
content-independent factors that affect the likeability of the output images, as
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well as factors that need deep-understanding of the events in the picture and
person profiling.

We are planning to enhance the system by dealing with content-independent
factors such as the number of people, facial expression, angle, composition, and
uniqueness of the moment.
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